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Abstract— Wireless sensor network applications pose novel
challenges to networking and protocol design. Generally,
traditional wireless devices directly link to a base station
or beacon within their transmission range to facilitate en-
suring integrity and security of communication, only rarely
they make use of any multi-hop messaging. Wireless sensor
networks, in contrast, are often intrinsically based on a peer
to peer infrastructure, where messages inevitably traverse
long distances through the network, passing multiple nodes
to reach a certain destination.

With the sensitivity of the communicated data (e.g., in
safety or privacy critical areas such as hospitals or power
plants) the required level of security increases, making ef-
fective security mechanisms a prime concern of the protocol
design. This higher level of security, in the context of the
limited resources and the high distributivity of ad-hoc sensor
networks, gives raise to complex issues in communication
protocol design.

In this paper we present a novel security architecture
for wireless sensor networks. The focus of our protocol is
twofold: First, a cluster-based organization of the network
with few more powerful cluster nodes that implement re-
quired security features for a large number of simple sensor
nodes provides for confidentiality and integrity of sensi-
ble data. Second, a dynamic transmission range adaption
protocol substantially prolongs the lifetime of the nodes
through energy efficient communication without significantly
decreasing the node connectivity.

1. Introduction
The study of sensor networks, while being a research

field in and of itself, forms a basis for various areas where
the collection of environmental data through sensors is
essential (e.g., security, traffic control, ubiquitous computing,
etc.). The combination of sensing/sensoring, computational
aspects, and communication solutions provides for a broad
range of applications such as as smart hospitals, intelligent
battlefields, earthquake response systems, and learning en-
vironments [1] [2]. Generally, the term sensor network has
come to describe a dynamically self-organizing collabora-
tive network of widely distributed, tiny, low-cost, sensoring
nodes (“smart dust”) that are capable to cover an area and
automatically communicate the collected data to a beacon
or base station over multi-hop paths.

Sensor nodes are usually tiny, self contained, battery pow-
ered devices. Under normal circumstances it is impossible

to replace or recharge these batteries, therefore the lifetime
of a wireless sensor network is intrinsically restricted by the
initially available power in each individual node, making
power consumption considerations an essential part of any
new protocol design. Similarly, very small memory, low
processing power, and a limited communication bandwidth,
all in comparison to traditional wireless devices, further
restrict the options. Also, high failure rates, occasional
shutdowns, and sporadic communication interference force
continuous dynamic changes upon the topology. Finally,
the sheer number of individual sensing devices of a sen-
sor network, ranging from hundreds to thousands, make it
infeasible to rely on previous solutions of ad-hoc networking
protocols such as. For example flooding-based standard
routing schemes for ad hoc networks simply do not scale
adequately [3].

As in most communication systems security becomes
more and more important in wireless sensor networks. The
aim of a security architecture is to ensure confidentiality,
integrity and availability. Confidentiality is given if any
kind of unauthorized access to data is prevented. Integrity
means that data cannot be modified or deleted without being
detected. For a sensor network to serve its purpose, the data
must be available when it is needed. A security architecture
can never cover all types of threats simultaneously. The
application determines which attacks are probable in a
certain scenario. A comprehensive security architecture can
increase protection, but on the other hand this would lead to
undesirably high hardware costs. It also may increase energy
requirements of sensor nodes significantly due to several
successive protocols.

In [4] we proposed a security architecture for wireless
sensor networks called SecSens which fulfills security re-
quirements on multiple levels. SecSens focuses mainly on
three security aspects: key management, secure routing,
and verification of sensor data. The sensor network in
SecSens consists of clusters, each containing a number of
simple sensor nodes and one powerful node that acts as a
cluster-head. Sensor nodes connect directly to the cluster-
head, i.e. routing in clusters is not necessary. A node can
be a member of several clusters at the same time. All
cluster-heads form together an inter-cluster network used for
sending messages to base stations. We assume that sensor
nodes do not change their position once they are attached
to a location. SecSens works with multiple base stations in
order to avoid single-point-of-failures (see Figure 1). In the
first version of SecSens clusters were built in the initial



phase and remained unmodified for the whole lifetime of
the network. Furthermore, all nodes used the same sending
configuration, i.e. transmission power and range were set to
maximum on each node. This paper describes an extension
of this approach with dynamic features. The new variable
ranges (VR) security protocol optimizes the communication
range of each cluster-head. This optimization results in
more efficient usage of energy throughout the overall sensor
network.
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Fig. 1: Basic sensor network architecture

The next section describes related security and energy
efficient communication approaches for sensor networks.
Section 3 introduces the variable ranges security protocol.
We evaluated the new architecture in a wireless sensor
network simulator. Section 4 presents the evaluation results.
The paper ends with the conclusion.

2. Related Work
The proposed architecture in this paper combines security

relevant features with energy efficient communication. There
are several security architectures in the area of wireless
sensor networks that disregard energy concerns. And energy
efficient protocols are often not protected against a broad
range of attacks. We want to present here some security
architecture and as well as communication protocols for
wireless sensor networks with low energy consumption.

In [5] a security protocol for sensor networks called
SPINS was presented for hierarchical sensor networks with
one or more trustworthy base stations. SPINS consists of
two parts: a secure network encryption protocol (SNEP)
and authenticated broadcasts (µTESLA). SNEP provides the
security properties confidentiality, authenticity, integrity, and
timeliness. Each sensor node receives on a secure channel
an individual, symmetric master key, which is only known
by the base station and the node. Using this master key the
sensor node is able to generate all keys. The disadvantage
of SNEP is that secure communication can be built only
between a base station and nodes, and it is not possible

to protect the communication in or between clusters. The
second part of SPINS is µTESLA that provides sending of
authenticated broadcasts. For symmetric encryption, sender
and receiver must share the same secret. Consequently, a
compromised receiver is able to act as a designated sender
by transferring forged messages to all receivers. µTESLA
uses delayed disclosure of symmetric keys for generating an
asymmetry between a sender and a receiver. This approach
requires weak time synchronization of the sender and the
receiver in order to achieve time shifted key disclosure.
Storage cost increases because each node has to buffer
packets which can be only verified after receiving the key
in the future time-slots. Also, this causes new possibilities
for DoS-attacks. An attacker can force a buffer overflow by
sending planned broadcasts. Furthermore, µTESLA leads to
scalability problems, which are described in [6].

[7] suggests an adjusted key distribution for different
security requirements. For this reason, four different kinds
of keys are used. The individual key is similar to the master
key of SPINS. The second kind of key is a pair-wise shared
key, which is generated in the initial phase for each known
neighbor. Furthermore, the nodes have a cluster key for se-
cure communication between cluster members. The last key
is the group key that is used for secure broadcasting. This
approach provides more flexibility but contains a security
risk during the initial key distribution phase.

The Sensor-MAC (S-MAC) protocol [8] is an energy effi-
cient communication protocol for wireless sensor networks.
S-MAC is a slot-based protocol where each sensor node has
alternating sleep and awake phases. The network is divided
into clusters and all members of a cluster are awake or asleep
at the same time. All cluster nodes exchange schedules in
an initial phase. Within a cluster only one schedule is used,
i.e. the schedule of the first node that sent a schedule. If
a node receives multiple schedules it follows all of them.
Such nodes have a higher energy consumption. Within an
awake phase all cluster nodes contend with each other for
medium access. The contention mechanism of S-MAC is
the same as that in IEEE 802.11, i.e., using RTS (Request
To Send) and CTS (Clear To Send) packets. S-MAC needs
a strict timer synchronization in order to achieve correct
functionality. Periodic synchronization among neighboring
nodes is performed to correct their clock drift. An extension
of S-MAC by adaptive listening is described in [9]. If a node
A notices an ongoing communication of node B whom it
wants to send a message, it sleeps the time until B is ready.

A modification of S-MAC called Timeout-MAC or T-
MAC is introduced in [10]. In S-MAC all nodes need to be
awake in the contention phase even if they have nothing to
send or receive. T-MAC uses a specific timer TA to shorten
the awake phase if the node does not need to communicate.
Obviously the TA is smaller than the contention phase, thus
the energy consumption is reduced. But if the timer TA is
chosen too small, the node sleeps early missing possible



message requests of other nodes. This early sleeping problem
could even lead to unfairness. In further extensions of T-
MAC this problem is solved by future request to send (FRTS)
messages, but this increases again the energy consumption.
Nevertheless T-MAC gains better energy results compared
to S-MAC.

The Wireless Token Ring Protocol (WTRP) [12] was de-
veloped for mobile ad-hoc networks. All nodes build a single
ring in the initial phase. The aim of WTRP is to maximize
the throughput and minimize the latency without restraining
the mobility. Energy efficiency is not considered in WTRP
because the nodes are mobile devices with strong energy
resources like Laptops or PDAs. A mapping of WTRP
on wireless sensor networks is E2WTRP that is described
in [13]. E2WTRP aims to enhance the energy balance by
dynamic adaptation of the token holding time. An active
node can send more messages if the token holding time is
increased. The frequency of token hand-over is decreased at
the same time that reflects in lower energy consumption.
ESTR [14] is an energy saving token ring protocol for
wireless sensor networks that introduces sleep periods for
nodes which does not need to send or receive messages.
This leads to a very good energy balance.

3. Variable Ranges Security Protocol
The energy consumption of sensor nodes that send with

maximum transmission power lies significantly higher than
with reduced power. Decreasing transmission power results
in exponentially decreased energy consumption. Therefore,
the Variable Ranges (VR) protocol saves energy by adjusting
and optimizing the signal strength to particular circum-
stances of the sensor network in order to extend the lifetime
of the sensor nodes. Additionally, the initial state of reduced
transmission power of the nodes ensures that complexity
of network is low. With high signal strength nodes are
confronted with frequent interferences and redundant paths
within the network. Low signal strength means that number
of neighboring nodes is less, i.e. probability for message
collisions decreases.

Fig. 2: Range adjustment in VR protocol

Regarding the security architecture, the number of neigh-
bors is also an important parameter. Each cluster-head has
to manage several keys with each other neighboring sen-
sor node and cluster-head for securing the communication
and ensuring authentication. More neighbors means higher

management effort and more storage space, as well as more
encryption and decryption processing. All of this result again
in increased energy consumption. Therefore, it is essential
that the security architecture works hand in hand with the
underlying communication protocol.

In the initial phase of the VR protocol, the nodes search
for neighboring nodes starting with a minimum signal
strength. For this reason, each node sends a DiscoverNodes
message containing its own range parameter and ID. Then
the node waits a certain time to get a response. The waiting
time is also dynamic, i.e. the time is low, if the range is low
and increases, if the range increases. The reason for this
is that a node with a low range will reach less neighbors.
Therefore, there is no need to wait a long time for a response.
The nodes increase stepwise their transceiver power and send
new discovery messages until a pre-configured number of
nodes is found. A node which receives a DiscoverNodes
message of an unknown node, extracts the range information
of its seeking new neighbor. In the next step, the node
compares the received range value with its own range. If the
own range is lower, the node increases its range and sends a
DiscoverNodesReply message back. Since the signal strength
of the nodes would increase in this way until all nodes
would settle at the range of the largest distance between two
nodes, the VR protocol performs only a temporary range
adjustment. This means that nodes discard the adaptation
after a certain time and return again to their previous values.

Figure 2 illustrates this adjustment scheme. Assuming a
maximum number of neighbors is set to three in this figure, it
would be unfavorable for node y to use the range parameter
of node x, since it can reach three neighbors with a much
lower signal strength. For this reason, y will only increase
range temporarily to answer node x and return to its previous
range, in order to proceed with its own search. Cluster-heads
find in this way a minimum number of other cluster-heads
and as well as sensor nodes.

Actually, the aim of each cluster-head is to be reachable
through the inter-cluster network by at least one base station.
After the initial phase, each base station sends a broadcast
through the new built network. This sink message is also
important to generate new keys for further authentication.
In [4] this key generation is described in detail. Therefore,
reachability of base stations is essential to establish the secu-
rity architecture in the sensor network. If a cluster-head does
not receive a broadcast message after a certain time, it starts
a new search phase to find new cluster-heads. The cluster-
head uses this time a different message DiscoverNewNodes.
It first uses the current range, since there could be cluster-
heads which are in range, but not discovered. Cluster-heads
who receive such a message, adjust their signal strength to
answer, but keep their new range value this time. If the node
does not get any answers, it increases its range and repeats
the procedure until it finds new connections. Figure 3 shows
the TryToConnect phase. You can see on the right side of the



figure, that after the initial search phase, several local cluster
networks are established, but not all of them can reach a base
station marked here as green squares at the four corners.
On the left picture you can recognize that the connectivity
is enhanced after the TryToConnect phase, but nevertheless
there are still local clusters remaining unreachable by any
base station. The reason is that nodes are deployed randomly.
There is a small probability that some nodes cannot reach
a base station, even if transmission power is set to the
maximum or due to message collisions in the initial phase.

Fig. 3: Initial phases of VR protocol: a) neighbor search b)
TryToConnect

Cluster-heads check periodically their neighborhood for
node losses or new arriving nodes. During lifetime the
VR protocol ensures that nodes can dynamically adapt to
changes in their environment. This network adaptation goes
hand in hand with security adjustments. Basically, the se-
curity architecture contains four components, which interact
with each other: authenticated broadcasts, key management,
secure routing, and en-route filtering. Authenticated broad-
casts ensure that the stated sender is identified as the true
sender. Each message contains a Message Authentication
Code (MAC) generated by using a shared key. In case of
only one recipient knowing the shared key, the sender can
be easily authenticated. But if there are multiple recipients
with the same shared key, potentially each receiver could
be the sender, i.e. authentication is not possible. Therefore,
our security architecture uses an extension of the MAC
approach with key chains and delayed disclosure of keys (see
[4]). This ensures the authentication of several base stations
and cluster-heads. After each adaptation of VR protocol the
cluster-heads distribute group keys to own members used for
encryption of group messages and exchange pair-wise shared
keys with each member node for one-to-one messages. In
this way, every type of message exchange is secured in the
network.

Additionally, routing information is updated by cluster-
heads after each VR adjustment phase. Simple sensors do
not need routing capability, because they exclusively com-
municate with the cluster-head. Routing is used only within
the inter-cluster network established by cluster-heads. Our

security architecture uses probabilistic multi-path routing
based on the level values to forward messages from cluster-
heads on the way to the corresponding base station. Cluster-
heads build up a trust matrix, where each transmission to
its neighbors is recorded. Based on this trust information,
cluster-heads calculate a probability value and write it into
the packet header. This value is used to decide in which
direction the packet has to be send. Each cluster- head
modifies the probability value and sends the message over
the most trustworthy route. Furthermore, our architecture
provides passive participation, i.e. sensor nodes listen to
packet transmissions of their neighbors. If cluster-head u
detects a packet addressed to its neighbor v, and recognizes
that v is not forwarding the message, u takes responsibility
with a certain (low) probability. Also, if u assumes that v
forwards the message to a non-existent node, u takes care
of transferring.

Fig. 4: The Simulator GUI

Attacks like report fabrication or false data injection
threaten the network by manipulating and infiltrating sensor
data. The security architecture prevents such threats using
en-route filtering. Cluster-heads generate data reports con-
taining sensor information of cluster members for sending
them to base stations. These reports are verified during trans-
fer through the inter-cluster network. Sensor nodes belonging
to same cluster report events (sensor data) collectively by
generating MACs based on their en-route keys, whereas keys
must be chosen from different partitions of a global key pool.
These multiple MACs collectively act as the proof that a
report is legitimate. Finally, the cluster-head forwards the
report to the base station over the inter-cluster network. A
cluster-head receiving a report checks, if it has one of the
keys, that were used to generate the MACs in the report.
With a certain probability, it will be able to verify the
correctness of MACs. A report with an insufficient number



of MACs will not be forwarded. A compromised node would
have access to keys from one partition and could generate
MACs of one category only. Since keys and indices of
distinct partitions must be present in a legitimate report,
the compromised node has to forge the other key indices
and corresponding MACs. This can be easily detected by
cluster-heads possessing these keys. If cluster-head has none
of the keys and the number of MACs is correct, it forwards
the report to the next cluster-head. Even if a forged report
receives a base station, it can be detected, because base
stations know all global keys.

4. Evaluation
To evaluate the efficiency of our variable ranges security

architecture we implemented a simulation tool where it
is possible to establish different sizes of sensor networks.
Figure 4 shows the GUI of the simulator. The simulation is
divided into three phases: node distribution, initialization of
network, and report sending. In the first phase, a predefined
number of nodes is distributed randomly over a given area.
Sensor nodes and as well as cluster-heads are deployed
setting for each a maximum transceiver range.

Fig. 5: Traffic load in relation to signal strength

Basic parameters for the network are total number of
nodes, initial node range, initial node energy, and network
density. Type, range, and position of nodes can be changed
easily using the simulator GUI. Furthermore, new nodes
can be added or existing nodes can be deleted before the
next phase of the simulation is started. Figure 4 shows a
screenshot after the first phase. Dark circles are cluster-
heads whereas light dots are simple sensor nodes. The
squares at the corners represent again four base stations. In
this case one cluster-head is selected and you can see the
communication range of the current node.

The second phase initializes the network based on a com-
munication protocol. We implemented three protocols that
can be selected by the user in the beginning of this phase.
These are the SMAC protocol, the energy saving token ring
protocol (ESTR), and the variable ranges (VR) protocol.

The user can change a set of parameters depending on
the selected communication protocol, e.g. cluster size, timer
settings, update periods. In this phase security and routing
information is exchanged too. At the end of initialization,
the network is established and nodes can start to exchange
secured messages. This is simulated in the last phase by
randomly generated reports that are sent to base stations. The
user can halt the simulation at any time, in order to change
parameters for nodes. For example, one can turn off a node
to simulate a node loss. It is also possible to simulate a
compromised node that sends false reports into the network.

Fig. 6: Network complexity without (left) and with VR
protocol (right)

Nodes consume energy for processing data, like encryp-
tion and decryption, and sending or receiving messages. For
some communication protocols nodes can switch to a sleep
mode, where energy consumption is minimal. Our simulator
bases on an energy model that uses specifications of real
sensor boards: ESB 430/1 and MSB-430 of Freie University
Berlin [15].

In a first evaluation we measured the number of message
sent in the initialization phase using the VR protocol.
We performed several simulations where we modified the
maximum range of nodes in order to get average number of
sent packets, collisions, and lost packets. Figure 5 shows the
results of a network with 500 nodes. Traffic load increase
with higher range of single nodes, because nodes can reach
more neighbors to exchange messages with.

As mentioned in the previous section, the complexity
of sensor network is much lower using VR protocol. On
the left side of Figure 6 the network was established with
maximum node range. It is clearly seen that in dense areas
of the network, the number of different connections is rather
high. In a second simulation, we used the VR protocol to
establish the network. Each node increased range starting
from minimum until at least three cluster-head neighbors
and three sensor neighbors were found, denoted by the
annotation VR 3-3. As seen on the right part of Figure 6
using the VR protocol lowers the complexity of the network.

An important value for the network is connectivity, i.e. the
percentage of nodes that can be reached by at least one base



station. A %100 connectivity means that every sensor node
can send its data to at least one base station. In Figure 7 we
measured the connectivity of a network with 500 nodes in
relation to maximum signal strength. If the signal strength
is set to lower than %50, only a small part of network is
connected. Actually, only clusters near to a base station get
connected. But the connectivity increases considerably with
higher signal strength and reaches nearly full connectivity
after %70 transmission power.

Fig. 7: Network connectivity in relation to signal strength

The optimal usage of signal strength in VR protocol
shows its advantages also in energy consumption. Figure 8
illustrates the energy consumption for sending reports from
a sensor node to the base station. Level represents here
the distance between sending node and nearest base station,
e.g. level 6 means that messages traverse six intermediate
cluster-heads until they reach the base station. We performed
the energy measurement in four different networks with
the same size. For the first three networks the maximum
range parameter of each node was set to a fixed value, i.e.
range 6 stands for %60 maximum signal strength. The last
network used the VR protocol with at least three cluster-head
and three sensor node neighbors and a further optimization
step to increase the connectivity (VR 3-3 ExtCon). One can
clearly see that the VR protocol has the best energy balance
leading to a longer lifetime of the network.

5. Conclusion
This paper presented the variable ranges security protocol

for wireless sensor networks. By dynamically adapting the
range of each node, the network can be established with
low complexity, but still with high connectivity. Since nodes
do not sent messages with full transmission power, the
energy consumption decreases considerably. This results in
an extended lifetime of the overall sensor network. The
security architecture consists of four components, which
interact with each other: authenticated broadcasts, key man-
agement, secure routing, and en-route filtering. The VR

Fig. 8: Energy consumption for reporting

protocol positively influences security functions, since nodes
have fewer communication partners to deal with.
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